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            Into the eve of a picnic of trees of the Strawberry Rugulet Rabbit Tyrone 
            into a glazed economic disturbance caused by the rain most dramatic and strange 
                         small whole moon in the sky             fishlike in semblance 
            as damp as an amphibrach the Anthony Braxton gland of ant launch 
 
                                                       wind blown shutters              angry household gods        wet September horses 
                                         Schubert’s Trout Quintet                          (Shy Franz Schubert)        two German shepherds 
                                                         Al-Qaeda in Flushing                             and earth’s microphone willy-nilly 
 
            into the eve of multitudinous seas incarnadine all one word: Shy Franz Schubert Yuki Lily Atkins 
                                                                                 feverish hippo zion                 fallen gira!e incident 
 
                                                                                        and the mysteries: 
 
Christ, death, genitals, the stimulation phase, salivation of the lamb, William Partridge Orange, boring Dutch  
milkmaid, the paranormal finger of seven West 46th Street’s aristocratic vagueness panda 
 
 
                                                                                   with tender purloined sunlight 
                                                                                                    at winter’s lip 
 
                                                                                           specializing in yellow 
                                                                                           starlings in flight 
                                                                                           over Arthur’s Seat 
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                                                        this very linty cow 
                                          that useless Tibetan babysitter 
                             the prime meridian a pale dead moose in the sky 
                             into the eve of a picnic of trees 
                             of the Strawberry Rugelet Rabbit Tyrone 
 
             temenos par chinches 
Helen Mirren naked running from what 
 
the wild screaming beaches of the Ancient Mariner, his Dutch husband and four mosques by the by an ermine 
trouser snake over the rainbow of red meat hedonism get rich quick, lose weight now Pasha Parker Penguin 
 
                                                                      waves of sleep a lovely Lincoln, Albuterol, first snow 
 
this state sponsored car alarm, my lost mason jar, this lonely bird, autumnal burnings, Duncan’s, cold and clear, 
 
                                          while slyly co!ee hangs 
                                          outside below a 
                                          wall of snow 
 

on bodega dust: include emancipatory relationships, Odyssia’s very original boobs and the warm apt facts  
of John Thaw, ham, and train stations, register individual mayweed, Harvey, Jack and Bob, Robert, Jess,  

and Stan, Anne’s Red Noir, Lonely Frank O’Hara, perpetual free actuaries, almost actual gira!e, humorless  
minimalist electronica, very linty cow, American medicated individualists, Vivian Rose Champion’s  

delicate Victorian ankles 
 

leap over a 
large rock splendored 

with April moss 
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for the sea, sailing, and the French Revolution, pines and pineapples, gumming finger food and winter cress 
with weapons-grade literature his fiancée Jane sewing chickens together the sparrows in the cherry tree, the 

hedgehogs in the chanterelle bin, locust and Bartleby: first two worlds, blender, air conditioner, guinea pig and  
 

the pedestrian on Queens Boulevard, a wriggler I, all of nature, an occasional seagull, Howth Castle environs,  
a pale dead moose in the sky, an idiot in a cat suit, an Afghan ameer, the Persian Empire and two Mathildas 

 
Cher dumps me (in a dream) a disregarded entity in Wiggim’s forest, a tittie rizzle, after the z, after the e,  

a luminous simultaneity, silver and hearts Prophet Muhammad in a bear suit, an omelet corner, my actual  
entity, my baby bear, my presentational immediacy, my beach plum, in blue lobelia, for Mary Osborne,  

this year and the next that is scented vaguely of potatoes 
 

the lemon sun in the sky 
the silver cat in the nepeta 

and Lewis’s mother 
William Blake’s mother 

Sun Ra’s space world 
the Sixth Extinction 

this, Peter’s banjo 
that, Allen’s harmonium 

what do you 
know about chickens 

about sadness and 
raspberry jam and 

the Hundred Thousand 
Songs of Milarepa 

a molecular empathy 
plinkets of sunlight 
connecting all the 

stars 
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old fashioned hominid 
 

yes, to have 
a favorite place 

 
into the eve of a picnic of trees 

of the Strawberry Rugulet Rabbit Tyrone 
 

contemplative roommate wanted: no snow globes, that new things happen in the equinox with a baby 
named Ellington, Brad Will’s laundry (in a dream) call me Hester drooping joe-pye weed, 

 
for her now 
a wood mite 

white sweet clover 
 

pale dead tree in the sky 
the whirled imperfect 

 
while bumble bees 

breakfast in the 
lamb’s ears’ stalks 

 
                  own some land 
                  have some trees 
                  Google in Indonesia 
                         (in a dream) 
 
                                            land of wheels  dominated by sycamores 
 
                                                          we talked about fish for hours 
                                                                                   faggots, pie, bacon, 
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                                           then sudden rain,        forgotten monkey amber 
 
             the catalpa tree, nearby third-world playground, alder, hazel, pine, an italic gait, an antediluvian world, 
 
                                deep metaphysical fatigue 
                                beautiful but stupid 
                                and Tuli also 
 
                                                           that we slip  
                                                           into and out 
                                                           of the world 
 
              companions, mud, adversity, 
 
 
                                             two snow monkeys, 
                                             two rabid beavers, 
                                             Poor Franz Kafka 
 
                                                          these ancient macaroons 
                                                          and huge Victorian fairies 
 
my baby bear 
my gorgeous goose 
my beach plum 
 
                                        an occasional lycanthropy McDonald’s 
                                                       in Leroy 
                                                       with ghost-free rooms 
                                        white sweet clover 
                                                       water of. Night! 
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